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Superposition Principle-based Method for
Power Loss Allocation in Power Systems

Duong Duy Long, Nguyen Tuan Anh, Pham Nang Van∗

Abstract—The paper presents a novel method for power loss allocation of power systems to demands. This loss allocation
technique is based on the contribution of individual demands to the branch power loss of power grids. Results of power flow
analysis, precise power system modeling and superposition theorem are deployed in this proposed method. The advantage
of the method described in the paper is that it is accurate and ensures fairness among network users. In addition, this
allocation method is simple and can be effectively exploited to both meshed and radial electrical networks. A six-node meshed
transmission system and an IEEE 33-bus radial distribution grid are utilized to implement power loss allocation based on the
proposed method. The influence of demands’ power factor on the power loss allocated is also taken into account using the
six-node meshed transmission network.

Index Terms—Transmission systems; distribution systems; power flow (PF); power loss allocation; superposition theorem.
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1. Introduction

THE deregulation of the electric industry has resulted
in a complete revolution of the tariff structure for

grid users. The tariff method of network users has to be
suitably designed to allocate power transmission and
distribution costs. Except for other grid use charges,
calculating the charges pertaining to power loss allo-
cation is particularly difficult due to the fact that the
relationship between power loss and branch power
flow is nonlinear. Fairness and consistency are essential
characteristics when allocating the power loss regarding
generators, demands and grid operators. Recently, a
wide range of approaches to cope with the problem of
power loss allocation has been available in the technical
literature. Authors [1] addressed allocated power loss
in electrical networks integrated with distributed gener-
ation (DG) units using the power summation method.
However, this method is only applicable to radial distri-
bution systems. In addition, the heuristic formulations
representing the quadratic relationship between branch
power flows and power loss are deployed; therefore,
obtained results from this approach cannot be fair and
consistent. The energy summation method was put for-
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ward in [2] to allocate energy loss in radial electrical
grids with DG units. Nevertheless, the main drawback
of the paper [3] is that nodal voltages were calculated by
using demands’ average power and generators’ average
generating output. In [3], the authors developed the
technique based on circuit theory for allocating power
loss in active distribution systems. The technique pre-
sented in [3] includes two steps. The first step is the de-
composition of cross-terms of power loss by deploying a
branch-oriented method. The superposition principle is
applied to achieve the current contribution of DG units
in the second step. Nonetheless, loss allocation factors to
decompose cross-terms are still based on heuristics and
are only appropriate for radial power distribution sys-
tems. The cooperative game technique based on Shapley
value was presented in [4] to address the problem of
power loss allocation for radial and weakly meshed
distribution systems. The work [5] proposed the current
decomposition procedure aiming to allocate power loss
in power distribution systems considering the power
factor of customers. A procedure of allocating power
loss based on the graph for transactive energy markets
in distribution systems was demonstrated in [6]. How-
ever, the studies in [5]–[6] only took into account the ra-
diality structure of electrical distribution grids. Several
approaches for power loss allocation were suggested in
[7]–[8] and [9]–[10]. The paper [11] proposed a power
loss procedure with two steps. The first step is imple-
menting the power flow problem using similar methods
as described in [12]–[13]. The second step is representing
demands by equivalent admittance and generators by
equivalent current sources or equivalent current sources
combined with the admittance. However, the work [11]
only considered the allocation of power loss to each
generator. Until the present time, the main technical
challenge existing in all techniques is that the nonlinear
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relationship between branch loss and power flow is not
addressed satisfactorily. This paper complements the
work in [11] for some aspects, including:
• A procedure that allocates power loss to each load

is proposed;
• The impact of the power factor of demands on

power loss allocation is analyzed and compared;
• A proposed approach for allocating loss is vali-

dated using both meshed transmission networks
and radial distribution systems.
It is foregrounded that compared to [11], this paper
develops a procedure for allocating the power loss

to demands rather than generators. Then, this procedure
is adopted to evaluate the influence of the demand’s
power factor on the power loss allocated. Furthermore,
compared to [11], the study in this paper is especially
suitable for the power loss allocation in the electri-
cal distribution systems that usually have one power
supply source. Moreover, our proposed methodology
is further validated using an IEEE 33-bus electrical
distribution grid whose topology is radial

2. Proposed power loss allocation procedure

A procedure for allocating power loss is proposed
assuming that power systems are considered to be bal-
anced and symmetrical. This procedure consists of three
main steps: (1) Power flow analysis; (2) Power system
model and (3) superposition principle application.

2.1. Power flow analysis

Power flow analysis aims to obtain the voltage
magnitude, phase angle at buses, active power and
reactive power produced by generators. The input data
for power flow analysis comprises:

• The complex voltage at the swing bus;
• The active power and reactive power of demands;
• The real power and voltage magnitude for voltage-

controlled generators or the real power and reactive
power for generators without voltage control;

• Equivalent circuit’s parameters for line and trans-
former branches in the network.

Let N be the number of the total buses in the power
system. The bus admittance matrix Ybus is written as
follows:

Ybus =



Ẏ11 Ẏ12 . . . Ẏ1k . . . Ẏ1N
Ẏ21 Ẏ22 . . . Ẏ2k . . . Ẏ2N

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

Ẏi1 Ẏi2 . . . Ẏik . . . ẎiN
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
ẎN1 ẎN2 · · · ẎNk · · · ẎNN


(1)

where
• Ẏii

(
∀i = 1, N

)
is the self-admittance of bus i;

• Ẏik (∀i, ∀k, i 6= k) is the transfer admittance be-
tween bus i and k.

Nonlinear power balance equations describing the
power system in steady-state conditions are represented
below:
Pi = Ui

N∑
k=1

Uk (Gik cos δik +Bik sin δik) ; i = 1, ..., N

Qi = Ui

N∑
k=1

Uk (Gik sin δik −Bik cos δik) ; i = 1, ..., N

(2)
where:
• Pi and Qi are active and reactive powers injected

to bus i, respectively;
• Ui and Uk stand for respective voltage magnitude

at buses i and k;
• Gik and Bik are the real and imaginary parts of

element ik in the bus admittance matrix;
• δi and δk denote voltage angles at bus i and k,

respectively.
From (2), we achieve two nonlinear equations and four
unknown variables for each bus i. Therefore, to solve the
power flow equations, we have to specify two variables
for each node. Three types of buses can be defined as
follows:
• PQ nodes: Active and reactive powers injected to

node i are specified:

Pi = P
sp
i = −P sp

Di; Qi = Q
sp
i = −Qsp

Di (3)

where P sp
Di and Q

sp
Di denote the active ans reactive

power consumed by demands at bus i, respectively.
The two unknown variables are the voltage magni-
tude (Ui) and voltage phase angle (δi).

• PV nodes: The voltage magnitude and the real
power produced by generators at bus i are set to
a specified value:

Ui = U
sp
i ; Pi = P

sp
i = P

sp
Gi − P

sp
Di (4)

where P sp
Gi represents the active power generated

by generators at bus i. The two unknown variables
are the voltage magnitude (Qi) and voltage phase
angle (δi).

• Slack node: The voltage magnitude (Ui) and phase
angle (δi) are known in advance. The unspecified
variables are the active power (Pi) and reactive
power (Qi) injected to node i.

The Newton-Raphson method [14] is considered to be
the most common approach to solve nonlinear equation
systems (2). According to this approach, at rth iteration,
we need to solve the linear equations as follows:[

∆P

∆Q

](r)
=

[
H N

M L

](r)[
∆δ

∆U/U

](r)
(5)

where H, N, M and L are four blocks of the Jacobian
matrix.

[∆P|∆Q]
T

=
[
∆P1,∆P2, . . . ,∆PN−1|∆Q1,∆Q2, . . . ,∆QND

]T
(6)
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∆Pi = P
sp
i − Ui

N∑
k=1

Uk(Gik cos δik +Bik sin δik);

i = 1, N − 1

∆Qi = Q
sp
i − Ui

N∑
k=1

Uk(Gik sin δik −Bik cos δik);

i = 1, ND

(7)

where ND is the number of PQ buses in the power sys-
tem; P sp

i and Q
sp
i denote the active power and reactive

power specified in advance at bus i, respectively. Up-
dated values of voltage magnitude and voltage phase
angle at (r + 1)th iteration are computed below.[

δ

U

](r+1)

=

[
δ

U

](r)
+

[
∆δ

∆U

](r)
(8)

2.2. Power system model

The method for allocating power loss proposed in
this paper solely allocates the total power loss of the
power network to demands. We model demand at bus
k by an equivalent current source:

J̇Dk = − (PDk + jQDk)
∗

U∗k
(9)

where, PDk, QDk and U∗k denote the active power, reac-
tive power of the load and the conjugate of complex
voltage at bus k. It is highlighted the fact that we
represent the load by the equivalent current source as
(9) in order that the contribution of each individual load
to the power loss of the electrical grid can be determined
using the superposition theorem. Moreover, the value of
this equivalent current source has to be computed from
the voltage magnitude U∗k that is calculated on the basis
of solving the system of nonlinear equations (2) using
the Newton-Raphson approach described in subsection
2.1. Therefore, according to the proposed method, we do
not adopt the quadratic expressions of power loss with a
view to allocating the power loss to each demand, which
contributes to non-discrimination between power grid
users. Furthermore, the aggregation of the power losses
allocated is precisely equal to the total power loss of
the electrical grid attained from power flow analysis.
As a result, the developed technique in this paper is
very appropriate for power system operation in the
deregulation environment. Furthermore, each generator
is represented by an equivalent admittance as follows:

ẏGi = − (PGi + jQGi)
∗

U2
i

(10)

where PGi, QGi and Ui are the real power, reactive
power of the generator and the voltage magnitude at
bus i. Then, the equivalent admittance of each generator
ẏGi is added to the diagonal element (i, i) of the bus
admittance matrix to modify this matrix. The modified
bus admittance matrix is defined as Ymod

bus . The inverse
of Ymod

bus is called the modified bus impedance matrix
below.

Zmod
bus =

(
Ymod

bus

)−1
(11)

It is emphasized that the computationally efficient
method for building the modified bus impedance matrix
for large-scale power systems is to determine the indi-
vidual columns of this matrix instead of determining
the whole matrix [15]. According to this approach, the
modified bus admittance matrix Ymod

bus is decomposed
into the product of the lower triangular matrix (L) and
the upper triangular matrix (U). Then, the forward and
backward operations are implemented to calculate these
individual columns of the matrix Zmod

bus

2.3. Superposition principle application

It is assumed that the considered power system has
ND demands and ND is the first buses. A (ND ×ND)
diagonal matrix J is defined as follows:

J =


J̇1 0 ... 0

0 J̇2 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... J̇ND

 (12)

A (N ×ND) matrix Z is built by deploying the ND
first columns of the matrix Zmod

bus . By multiplying two
matrices Z and J, we obtain a (N ×ND) voltage matrix
U below:
U̇1,1 U̇1,2 ... U̇1,ND

U̇2,1 U̇2,2 ... U̇2,ND

... ... ... ...

U̇N,1 U̇N,2 ... U̇N,ND

 = Z


J̇1 0 ... 0

0 J̇2 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... J̇ND


(13)

where the element U̇i,k of the matrix U denotes the
contribution of the current source J̇k to the complex
nodal voltage at bus i

(
U̇i

)
. It is noted that each column

of matrix U can be constructed using the superposition
theorem when only an equivalent current source is
switched on. Furthermore, the complex voltage at bus
i can be determined from the ith row of matrix U as
follows:

U̇i = U̇i,1 + U̇i,2 + ...+ U̇i,ND (14)

The contribution of J̇k the current source to the current
of branch mn at bus m is calculated as follows:

İmn,k =
(
U̇m,k − U̇n,k

)
ẏmn + U̇m,kẏ

sh
mn (15)

where
• ẏmn is the series admittance of branch mn.
• ẏsh

mn is the shunt admittance of branch mn con-
nected at bus m.

Similarly, the calculation of the contribution of the cur-
rent source J̇k to the current of branch mn at bus n is
described below:

İnm,k =
(
U̇n,k − U̇m,k

)
ẏmn + U̇n,kẏ

sh
nm (16)

where ẏsh
nm is the shunt admittance of branch mn con-

nected at bus n. The contribution of the current source
J̇k to the power loss of branch mn is determined as
follows:

∆Ṡmn,k = U̇m.I
∗
mn,k + U̇n.I

∗
nm,k (17)
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The total power loss of branch mn is written as

∆Ṡmn =
ND∑
k=1

∆Ṡmn,k =
ND∑
k=1

(
U̇m.I

∗
mn,k + U̇n.I

∗
nm,k

)
= U̇m.

ND∑
k=1

I∗mn,k + U̇n.
ND∑
k=1

I∗nm,k

(18)
The contribution of each demand to the total power loss
of the electrical network is achieved as

∆Ṡk =
∑

∀ branch mn

∆Ṡmn,k (19)

3. Result and discussions

In this section, the proposed method is validated
using the six-bus meshed transmission system [11] and
the IEEE 33-bus radial distribution system [16]. The
power flow analysis is implemented using the POWER-
WORLD software [17], and the proposed technique for
allocating power loss is carried out using the MATLAB
software [18].

3.1. Six-bus transmission system

The single line diagram of the six-bus transmission
system is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: A six-bus transmission system

Data that correspond to this system, on a 100 MVA
and 230 kV base, are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. Data
for demands of this transmission system is modified to
facilitate analyzing the effect of demands’ power factor.
The power factor of all demands is set to 0.9. Results
of nodal voltages and complex power generated by
generators in the steady-state condition are depicted in
Table 3.

TABLE 1: A six-bus transmission system

Bus
Bus
type

U
pu

PD

MW
QD

MVAr
PG

MW
QG

MVAr
1 Slack 1.07 0 0 — —
2 PV 1.05 0 0 50 —
3 PV 1.05 0 0 50 —
4 PQ — 100 48.43 0 0
5 PQ — 100 48.43 0 0
6 PQ — 100 48.43 0 0

TABLE 2: Branch data for six-bus transmission system

From bus To bus R (pu) X (pu) B (pu)
1 2 0.10 0.20 0.04
1 5 0.08 0.30 0.06
2 3 0.05 0.25 0.06
2 4 0.05 0.10 0.02
2 5 0.10 0.30 0.04
2 6 0.07 0.20 0.05
3 5 0.12 0.26 0.05
3 6 0.02 0.10 0.02
4 5 0.20 0.40 0.08
5 6 0.10 0.30 0.06

TABLE 3: Results of power flow analysis for six-bus system

Bus U̇i(pu) ṠGi(pu)
1 1.07 2.32287 – j0.21917
2 1.01435 – j0.27125 0.5 + j1.37817
3 1.00657 – j0.29885 0.5 + j0.62714
4 0.90427 — j0.30919 0
5 0.94145 — j0.27888 0
6 0.94497 — j0.32264 0

TABLE 4: Generator admittances and load currents

Bus İD(pu) ẏG(pu)
1 0 –2.02888 – j0.19143
2 0 –0.45351 + j1.25004
3 0 –0.45354 + j0.56883
4 –0.82613 + j0.81806 0
5 –0.83640 + j0.76220 0
6 –0.79103 + j0.78261 0

According to the developed method, generators are
represented by the admittances, and demands are mod-
elled as equivalent current sources. Values of the gen-
erator admittance and the load current are sketched in
Table 4.

Matrices J, Z and U are described as follows:

J=

−0.8261+j0.8181 0 0
0 −0.8364+j0.7622 0
0 0 −0.7910+j0.7826



Z=


−0.2295−j0.2172 −0.2164−j0.2108 −0.2326−j0.2263
−0.2666−j0.1351 −0.2678−j0.1616 −0.2755−j0.1514
−0.2797−j0.1577 −0.2712−j0.1502 −0.2703−j0.1167
−0.2269−j0.0579 −0.2631−j0.1501 −0.2749−j0.1501
−0.2631−j0.1501 −0.2376−j0.1038 −0.2657−j0.1448
−0.2749−j0.1501 −0.2376−j0.1448 −0.2564−j0.0763



U=


0.3672−j0.0083 0.3417+j0.0113 0.3611−j0.0030
0.3308−j0.1065 0.3472−j0.0689 0.3364−j0.0958
0.3600−j0.0985 0.3414−j0.0811 0.3052−j0.1192
0.2348−j0.1378 0.3345−j0.0750 0.3350−j0.0964
0.3402−j0.0912 0.2778−j0.0943 0.3235−j0.0934
0.3499−j0.1009 0.3326−j0.0814 0.2625−j0.1403
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The power loss allocation of each branch to demands
is presented in Table 5. Calculated results from Table 5
show that although the complex power of all demands
in the six-bus transmission system is similar, the al-
located power loss to demand 4 is the highest, and
the power loss allocated to demand 6 is the lowest. In
addition, demands contribute to the negative real power
loss to some branches of the network, which means
demands decrease the power loss of these branches. The
total power loss allocated to all demands equals the total
power loss of the power system.

TABLE 5: Allocated loss of each branch to demands

Demand
Line 4 5 6

1–2 4.0151+j10.8378 6.6041+j5.9224 4.7162+ j9.4160

1–5 3.1779+j5.8048 1.8007+j10.1117 2.8474+j7.1039

2–3 0.2822–j2.4980 –0.1302–j2.0644 –0.0888–j1.7364

2–4 4.6179+j8.8565 0.7364+j0.5311 0.0683–j0.5590

2–5 –0.3741–j1.5574 0.8940+j0.1267 0.0174–j1.0906

2–6 0.0157–j2.6321 0.1728–j1.0576 0.9739+j1.7613

3–5 0.1412–j1.3759 1.2181–j0.7211 –0.6804–j1.5985

3–6 0.0122–j0.0838 –0.1272–j0.1432 0.9538+j2.3202

4–5 0.4127–j1.1907 –0.1663–j3.0926 –0.0163–j2.7664

5–6 0.0835–j2.0287 0.6381–j2.2396 –0.5288–j1.0372

Total 12.3842+j14.1326 11.6405+j7.3735 8.2626+j11.8134
Total 32.2873+j33.3195

The impact of demand’s power factor on the power
loss allocation is illustrated in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, it
can be seen that the allocated power loss to demand
4 reduces from 13.42 MW to 11.54 MW when the power
factor increases from 0.85 to 0.95. At the same time,
there is a slight reduction in the power loss allocated
to demand 6.

Fig. 2: Impact of power factor on allocated power loss

3.2. IEEE 33-node distribution system

The single line diagram of the IEEE 33-node distri-
bution system is shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the
power of loads is increased by 150%, and the voltage at
the root node is equal to 1.05 pu (on 12.66 kV base).
Table 6 reveals the results of node voltage calculated

from power flow analysis for the IEEE 33-bus distribu-
tion system. The power loss allocated to each load for
this system is depicted in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, we can see
that the allocated power loss to demand at bus 30 is the
highest (49.48 kW), followed by demand at bus 32 (43.29
kW). The lowest power loss is allocated to demand at
bus 2 (0.65 kW).

TABLE 6: Results of nodal voltage for IEEE 33-node system

Bus Voltage (pu) Angle (degree)
1 1.05 0
2 1.04566162 0.02034334
3 1.02500612 0.13556729
4 1.01397946 0.22878057
5 1.00306598 0.32415894
6 0.97589849 0.19046869
7 0.97075256 -0.13958085
8 0.96360215 -0.08710648
9 0.95432377 -0.19202395
10 0.94571291 -0.28228497
11 0.94443645 -0.27199226
12 0.94221455 -0.25508713
13 0.93314768 -0.38788028
14 0.92978431 -0.5029788
15 0.92768777 -0.5581806
16 0.92565667 -0.59227672
17 0.92264563 -0.70583503
18 0.92174396 -0.71995289
19 1.04490467 0.00556434
20 1.0397776 -0.08596003
21 1.03876791 -0.11245467
22 1.03785429 -0.14031754
23 1.01982471 0.09282993
24 1.0101819 -0.03030331
25 1.00537295 -0.09118892
26 0.97304469 0.24696401
27 0.96925034 0.32753063
28 0.9523186 0.44605595
29 0.94015185 0.55854238
30 0.93488298 0.71193114
31 0.92871374 0.58853252
32 0.92735649 0.55475937
33 0.9269359 0.54342387

Fig. 3: IEEE 33-bus distribution system
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Fig. 4: Power loss allocation to demands for IEEE 33-bus distribu-
tion system

4. Conclusion

A novel method for allocating power loss to the
demands of power systems is proposed in this paper.
This developed loss allocation approach is based on
the contribution of individual demands to the branch
power loss of power networks. Due to the deployment
of results of power flow analysis, precise power sys-
tem model and superposition principle, the method de-
scribed in the paper is accurate and fair among network
users. In addition, this power loss allocation method is
simple and can be applied to both meshed transmission
and radial distribution systems. The validation of the
proposed method is executed using a six-node meshed
transmission system and an IEEE 33-bus radial distri-
bution grid. Further study is to develop a methodology
with the aim of coincidentally allocating the power loss
to generators and demands in power systems.
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